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VMS Light

to optimally scale your on-board 

VMS satellite terminalFit the fleet

BlueTraker® VMS

BlueTraker® VMS Light

BlueTraker® mini VMS

BlueTraker® OpenPort

OpenPort, integrated with BlueTraker® technology offers integration 
of different communication solutions through one broadband satellite 
channel. In addition to VMS data messaging, it offers enough bandwidth 
for bridge communication (ECDIS updates), 3 voice channels (crew 
calling), fleet monitoring and management, ERS (electronic catch reports) 
and other through single satellite terminal.

The BlueTraker® VMS SAT terminals (SAT and GSM channels embedded) 
are the most versatile VMS terminals on the global market. They require 
no additional external components for tracking and monitoring to be 
connected, i.e. antennas, back-up batteries….. A strong emphasis is put on 
technical standards compliance (e.g. IEC 60945, IMO Resolutions) as well 
as to fishermen safety and operational security to avoid any tempering 
and fraud. It fully complies to EU Commission Regulations No. 2244/2003, 
1224/2009 and Implementing Regulation No. 404/2011 as well.

BlueTraker® VMS Light is designed especially for fishing vessels from 12 m 
length and above. It offers all what is required: data reporting, bidirectional 
communication and polling. It fulfils the EU directive 1224/2009 at low 
investment and maintenance cost.

BlueTraker® mini VMS is the first VMS device ever to operate without 
any external power source – it runs on an in-built chemical source years. 
It follows the strategy of “Install & forget” as there is no need to connect 
antennas or power supply cable. 
It is the only satellite terminal on the market perfectly suited for smaller 
and artisanal fishing vessels under 12 m of length. Programmable buttons 
are an additional function of the BlueTraker® mini VMS, allowing for a 
Distress Button to be included in the package, too. 
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Broadband offer high-speed network specifically engineered for the maritime market.
Key Benefits:
•	 High-speed data, ECDIS updates
•	 IP connectivity, internet, e-mail
•	 Pole-to-pole global coverage

Satellite phones offer 3 independent voice lines for simultaneous use.
Multiple phone lines allow for simultaneous captain and crew calling, SMS, Faximile...

Exceptional connectivity options
The BlueTraker® range of satellite terminals offers unparalleled connectivity of onboard 
instruments and sensors. Gone are the days of limitations in digital inputs, number of 
sensors and complexity of wiring. A common CAN bus connects any practical number of 
monitored points to the BlueTraker® terminal.

e-Logbook initiative to help eradicate Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported fishing (IUU) 
is already supported by BlueTraker® VMS Hybrid and BlueTraker® VMS SAT terminals. It 
offers the unique combination of VMS and e-Logbook data transfer through one terminal 
instead of two separate and its hybrid technology enables e-Logbook data transfer 
through the cheaper GSM terrestrial network, which of course implies vast cost saving 
for fishermen.

The Private Alert Button (PAB) functionality is there for fishermen to call for assistance. 
BlueTraker® VMS Private Alert Button is unique - it will operate even when the ship’s own 
power will go down – not a seldom situation in a distress on the sea.
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